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LAUNCH

FUNDS

The Association was launched with a
great event on the 6th of February. It
was a very positive day full of great
vibes. Around 100 people turned up and
had a good time eating arepas and
nachos, dancing and enjoying
performances such as Baila Chile, Steve
Allen and Salsabor, and the fun included
a piñata. Around $2100 were raised. We
are grateful to everyone for their
contributions, whether it was time, effort
or donations. 

During these months 2 successful
BBQs were organised at Bunnings. All
up, we raised around $2100 which
has helped us get on top of the
insurance bills and setting up
expenses. Again, we are truly grateful
to everyone who volunteered, to
Bunnings and to all those of you who
were there supporting us in one way
or another. 

Until now we have covered all
insurance bills and most setting up
costs. We have applied for
government grants, to help us with
our future plans, and are yet to hear
from them. We hope to be lucky and
able to start the activities soon!
Fingers crossed! 



FUTURE ACTIVITIES

GET TO KNOW...

As mentioned in the Facebook posts, here are the
activities we are planning to organise: 

Empowering forum for immigrant women in

Australia/Canberra

Zumbatón

Arts, crafts, cooking and games for kids 

Spanish reading in the ACT Libraries 

Intergeneracional group - playgroup 

Materials for playgroup and arts and crafts

program.

As always, suggestions are welcome so get in
touch!

THE COMMITTEE

The committee continues to grow and
we are lucky to welcome to the team
Lisbeth Gómez in the role of
operations. We continue to
appreciate all their voluntary work, as
nothing would happen without their
generosity and dedication. We
continue to encourage members to
join the committee, get in touch!  

Fabián López - volunteer 
Fabián in one sentence: always available to help
(¡gracias!)
Favorite food: tacos 
Hobby: yoga
Profession: secondary teacher
Age: 39
Pets: 2 dogs Hugo and Tinkerbell 
Hates: laziness
Loves: Nature
Why is Spanish important? It's very popular
Fun fact: loves going around shirtless 


